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 2006-The Chinese Month of Cow/OX 

 

Keeping Your Job that you like! 

In time of economic downtrend, to safeguard from lay-off, you can do two things to prevent such incident 

happening to you. You must strengthen the Star 1 energies to work for you. You can place a glass of water or 

a bronze metal plate(less than 10 inches long) in the location of relationship sector. In period eight 

(2004-2023), such location is in the West sector of your house, while in 2006 this Star is located in East 

sector. 2007, such star is in Southeast corner. You also require strengthening your support by placing 8 

pebbles or stones behind your chair. This 5-elements manipulation is to provide an artificial mountain behind 

to support you. Not forgetting to ignite your wealth corner by placing a glass of water, for period 8 such 

location for wealth star 8 is in the center of your house, while in 2006 and 2007, such star is located in North 

and Southwest respectively 

 

Plan to have baby or hard to conceive-Try this! 

Mountain star number 8 is governing person and birth, while star nine of mountain represents potential or 

future birth. To better your chance of conceiving, ideally such stars 8 and 9 should fall into your bedroom. If 

not, find out such stars’ locales, enhance its energies, and prepare for newborn! From 2004-2023, in period 

eight, such stars are in the center and Northwest. In 2006, such star locations are South and North while in 

2007 is in the Southwest and East sectors. You will need to prepare red color carpet/pink curtain/nine red 

pebbles/eight white pebbles in both locations and occasionally you can place nine roses in such locations.  

The rational behind is to strengthen the number 8 and 9 stars by manipulating Five-element energies.  

 

-Forehead 

Forehead governs a person journey of life from age 15 to 30. This is a golden period of a 

person life. If somehow a person forehead is narrow and fill with moles, this particular period will head on 

with difficulties, obstacle and challenges. This particular person will also having difficulties in relationship with 

parents as well as superior. 
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Five Elements 

Chinese medicinal practice places emphasis on ‘prevention is better than cure’ proactive method over 

westerner’s scientist approach that places great emphasis on curing the symptom of a particular ‘dis-ease’. A 

quick fix approaches are meant for immediate relief, while Chinese or Central-medicine is directly utilizing 

Five elements to strengthen so called the base of human’s organ (5 organs and 6 functional parts). 

Traditional Chinese medications are the result of the use of herds as well as natural resources. These are in 

the forms of soup, oilmen’s, and capsules. 

Liver is Wood in accordance with five elements theory. Signs of you liver do not function properly if you have 

the following symptoms:  

1. Restless and easily fall asleep in the afternoon. 

2. Uneasy to fall asleep at night/insomnia. 

3. Your white eye is with yellowish color or obvious blood vessels. 

4. Your face turns pale with green color. 

This is due to your Wood element is either weak or Metal element is strong that destruct the Wood structure 

in your Life Pillar (Ba Zi). 

Heart is Fire in accordance with five elements theory. In addition, Spleen is Earth element. Kidney is Water 

element. Lung is Metal element. 

 

FIND OUT WHAT ELEMENT IS IN YOUR FAVOUR! 

WOOD 

Education, publication, stationery, politic, religion, herds, gardening, florists, produce, furniture, wardrobe, 

textile, timber, printing, government servants, renovation, artistic. 

FIRE 

Social service, IT related, telecommunications, restaurants, hospital, power, oil, mechanical, spectacles, 

beauty saloon, massage parlor, cosmetic, electronic, electrical, hypermarkets 

EARTH 

Construction, farmings, antigue, mining, properties, secretary, geologist, 

METAL 

Automotive, financial, banks, broker, accountant, scientice, lawyer, musician, engineer, jewelry 

WATER 

Logistic, travel, transportation, environmental studies, nurses, reporters, tour guide, trading, fishermen 

Please write to editor@misterfengshui.com , Your letters and comments are always welcomed! 

-Kerby Kuek 


